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Attend Lyceum
In Auditorium
This Evening

The Rotunda

Z—773
VOLUME XVIII

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA, WEDNESDAY, OCT. 26, L938

Concert Coming to
S. T. C. Next Week

Students Cast Over
Six Hundred Votes
For Circus Queen

Thirty-One Girls
Are Initiated By
Alpha Phi Sigma

On Tuesday, October 25 the
student body voted for the Circus
Queen. Four candidates were up
for queen, one representing each
of the four classes in school. They
were: Army Butetrworth, senior,
Dorothy Fischer, junior, Caralie
Nelson, sophomore, and
Mac
Wynn. freshman.
According to Nancy Gray, the
chairman o. the committee on
the Queen and Court, approximate y six hundred votes were cast
by the student body. The Queen is
known by the committee and the
general chairman. Pattie Bounds.
But her identity will remain a seciet until the night of the circus,
when she will be crowned.
A new and original method of
presenting the queen and court
has been devised by Nancy Gray
and her commute, which is composed of Elizabeth Burke, cochairman. Alice Leigh Barham.
Dorothy Eades. Frances Alvis,
He'.en Coston and Macon Raine,
While Mardi Gras Queen and
May Queen are selected for their
beauty and queenly bearing, It
must be remembered that the circus queen is chosen for her abiltiy
as a comic as well as for her personality. As the queen, her bearing must be in keeping with the
idea of a true circus.

Thirty-one girls were initiated
and one promoted at the Alpha
Phi Sigma meeting
Thursday
night, October 20, at 8 o'clock in
the "little gym". Alpha Phi Sigma is the only honor society on
campus open to Freshmen upon
admission to college. The admission of Freshmen is limited to
high school honor graduates.
Those initiated into the Apprentice Degree were:
Evelyn
Bunford, Esther Coleman. Clara
Berte Cook, Mildred Hedgepeth.
Jane Lee Hutcheson, Betty Webb.
Flora Winn.
Those initiated into the Novice
Degree were: Carrie Gibbony.
Maxme Glenn, Elizabeth Jennings, Elizabeth Anne Parker, Virginia Parker. Eugenia Ramsey.
Sara Seward. Ethelyn Shepard.
Dorothy Sprinkle, Florence Theirry, Texie Belle Felts.
The following girls were initiated into the Apprentice Degree
because of their high scholastic
standing in college last year:
Rebecca Bondurant. Mary Jane
Jolliffe, Roberta Latture, Helen
Seward.
Virginia Howell was promoted
from the Novice to the Apprentice Degree.

Alumnae Body
Sponsors Program
With Oliver

*

The Alumnae Association < f
State TMcheri College will .sponsor the swing concert and broadcast to be held in the college auditorium on Nov. 1 from 8 to 11
o'clock featuring Tubby Oliver
and his thirteen piece twin i
chestra as the "house" band Wttn
an array of guest artists from
leading dance orchestras in the
South appearing on the program.
Through special arrangen,' n'
with WRVA and smaller supporting stations, the swing concert
will be broadcast from 10:30 to
11 o'clock.
"Colonel" Clyde Duvall will be
soloist for the Tubby Oliver outfit and he will be in charge of arranging the musical scores for t.ie
group. The band makes its Initial
appearance here this week-en 1
p aying for the Pan Hellenic
dances at Hampden-Sydney.
Among the swing artists who
have accepted the Invitation to
appeal mi the program here Nov.
1 are Banny Robertson, first saxophone with Happy Pelton's orchis ra: the Mac Sisters, featured
trio on the NBC Pick and Pai"
programs; Kaky Fagan. CBS star
on the Sallie Southers pro:: am;
Keith Raby. Jelly Leftwich drummer; Jelly Leftwich in ]>■
and Neeny Troxell, swing plan st.
This Is the first time that a
guest invitation concert has been
undertaken in the South, but
their popularity has been proven
in the North and on national radio hookups.
Mrs. Nora Lancaster, president
of the Alumnae Association, is
general chairman of arrangements.
Ticket sale is in charge of Miss
Jane Royall.

Farmville Girlf
Attend Forum at
Virginia Tech
Fiances Holloway and Mary
Rice, two seniors of Smithfleld and
Portsmouth respectively, were the
speakers at an open forum held
at the Virginia Polyteehmnic Institute at Black.-burn Monday. October 24
These two girls, members of the
Debate Club and of Pi Kappa
Delta, the national forensic fraternity, spoke on "Federal Aid In
Education." Last vear the Debate
Club announced that it would
provide speakers for any organization wanting orators, debaters
or public speakers. Most of the
discussions would take the form
of an open forum with two girls
starting the session by first presenting all the facts in the case
on each side. This open forum at
V. P. I. was the first one of its kind
to be given under this plan by the
Debate Club members.
Dr. Walmsley announces that
speakers of all types are available. They will prepare add:
or open forums on any type of
subject.

Movie Celebrities Add
Color to V. M. I.
Opening Dances
Prisci'la Lane in person. Blue
Baron, Brother Rat and uniforms
spell apenings at V. M. I.
The preview of Brother Rat was
held after a special radio program
broadcast over the aKte Smith
program of WABC
Red and White colors decorated
the gym for the danves. Priscilla
Lane attended the Friday night
dance.
8. T. C. girls attending
Elizabeth George Wilson. Sarah
Hayes. Frances Hutchison, Frances Ellett. Roberta Latture. Elenora Falson. May Wertz and Betty Lee Downing.

/

Support Alumnae
By Attending
Swing Concert

Tubby Oliver, who is leader
of the local orchestra in the
swine concert next Tucsdav.
November 1.

Six S. T. C. Girls
Are Delegates to
Press Convention

Dr. Jarman Attends Freshman Class
Inauguration Service Airs Views On
Of Dr. D. W. Peters
Orientation

S. T. C. is sending six delegates
to the American Collegiate Press
Dr. J. L. Jarman. president of
A questionnaire was submitted
Convention in Cincinnati Novem- Farmville State Teachers College, to the Ireshman class October 19.
l*'i 3-6.
will attend the inaugurated of Dr. This was to determine the value
The girls, representatives of the David Wilbur Peters as president of orientation in the minds of the
three campus publications, are of Radford State Teachers Col- freshmen who have just completL&Noir Hubbard. editor of the Ro- lege on Friday, October 28. Dr. ed a course in orientation.
'unda; Florence Bress. business Jarman will be the official deleThe questionnaires have been
manager of the Rotunda; Miriam gate from Farmville. The invita- checked and the results were found
Fuklen. editor of the Virginian; tion was extended to the State tn be very interesting. To the
Nancy Gray, business manager of Board of Education and to the first question, "What things done
the Virginian; Ann Dugger, editor faculty of Farmville S. T. C.
in freshman orientation proved
of the Colonnade, and Johnny
The Honorable E. Lee Trinkle most helpful to you? List them".
Lybrook, business manager of the will preside at the inaugural serv- j the answers for the most part
Colonnade.
ice which will be held at 11 o'clock ! were along the same line. A greatThe girls will leave Farmville in the college auditorium. All of- er majority said as a result of
on November 2 and expect to re- flcoal delegates will wear robes orientation they were clearer on
tuni on November 7.
and will enter the auditorium in regulation!, organizations and they
This is the first time that a body. Speakers at the service ; had a much cleaner idea of the
Faimville has had as many dele- will be: the Honorable William Honor Svstem. They also had a
gates as six. Last year Mary Har- N. Neff. Superintendent Sidney B. betetr conception of the spirit of
rison Vaughan, Libby Roberts Hall and President Peters.
i the institution.
and Ruth Montgomery representTo the second question. "In
Following the services a lunchd B. T. c.
eon will be given for the delegates what ways did freshman orlentaWhile they are in Cincinnati and guests. This luncheon will be ■ tion fail to give you the help you
the delegate! will attend many
Continued on Page 4
Continued on Page 4
ingl and open forums on topics of interest to them in their
various fields They will also attend a dance-banquet and football
game.

Orchesis Will Attend
Dance Symposium
At Sweet Hriar
Orchesis the honorary dance
gioup of Farmville will attend a
symposium Saturday, November
twelfth which will be held at
Sweet briar
The afternoon's program will
begin at two o'clock at which
time each college group will give
a tni minute demonstration of
its technique. Mr. Charles Weidman who conducts a school for
dance in New York will teach a
lesson using his technique. Mr.
Weidman was presented in a lyceum number here in November
1936 itsisted by Jose Lemon and
QeOI gi Brocknian
After dinner there will be a
dance program at which time
each group will give a dance in
costume. The Orchesis will do an
original composition which has
not as yet been named.
The girls from here who will
attend are: Essie Millner, President of the Orchesis; Martha McCorkle, .secretary and treasuier;
h Pitch, COStuma chairman;
Nancy Pierpont.
Mary Elizabeth Petticrew, Patsy
her, lane Jackson, Helen
Mcllwainc and Mary Cecil Bynum.

othi t i

hieh win p

Continued on Page 6

Shannon's New Soda Call
Puzzles Newcomers in Town

One black calf! Two cows! One are simply, or rather not simply.
Black and White! Drag it through ■ a coca-cola with vanilla and
the Mud! One Sunshine! One orange respectively!
The Chesterfield man, Tommy
would think he was down on the
proverbial Sunny-Brook farm ar Turner is responsible for the call
at a slaughter house to hear those of his own brand of cigarettes.
ungodly calls literally screamed : They are called "Turner it".
Then undoubtedly you could
out in a deafening manner, but
it's only the table hop. instruct- | imagine what a "hump" would
ing the soda-Jerker in Shannon's! be, or a "strike it", or a "call
Who could guess that a Black ! Johnny" meaning, "Old Gold" Is
Calf was a small chocolate milk0 a tiny bit more difficult for those
Still more puzzling, who could who are slow on the pick-up.
ever understand that a "drag it
Close jour eyes for a moment
through the mud" is nothing and you'd think you were surely
more than what we sensible peo- on the football field and you
ple call a chocolate dope?
'■ might even start rooting for your
Then when we ask for an I favorite team when you hear MiOrange-ade the guy turns around !sery yelling 40! 50! 82! 90! Then
and yells something about "sun- ! what a disappointment to open
shine" and if it's a Bireleys they them again only to see several
root-beers,
chocolate
want to "Cap It". It doesn't sound j dopes.
a bit appetizing to hear a re- '. shakes, and vanilla shakes arrivfreshing lime-ade called a "sui- ing on a tray.
cide chaser" or a coco-cola with
Anyone with any gray matter
a cherry called "Paint it". And it could figure out the "10-2-4" call!
must be awfully disconcerting to "When you drink a Dr. Pepper
nly morning head- ; you drink a bite to eat."
literally screamed all over
If you want something really
the place as a "Hang-over", yet good just go in and say "Flip
that's just what they do when it' Then you'll get a hlSOtOUl
you ask for a tomato juice.
ptnsapplt flu) or if you prefer
A perfect stranger might well you might try "nip It"—that's a
•xpeot a floor-show when he very grape Juice.
But to start the day off right
innocently asks for a pineapple
Juice and the boy shouts "Hula- —and most of the girls do—Just
hula". Imagine his disappoint- walk in and say "Java" and
what's any better for the early
ment!
Could you guess what a "white morning depression than a cup
wash it" is, or a "kiss it"? They , of hot coffee?

No. 6

Kryl and Orchestra
Present First Lyceum
Four Soloists
Accompany Kryl
On Program
Kryl and his Symphony Orchestra will give Wednesday night
in the first lyceum of the present
school year, a performance in the
large audilorium.
The popularity of this unique
and famous orchest 1 a is shown
by the fact that now on entering.
its thirty-fourth year it has given
over twelve thousand performances, many of them re-engagements.
Bohumin Kryl Is himself a
well-known cornetist, as well as
a remarkable conductor who by
giving all of himself to the performance of the music he loves
so intensely has won the acclaim
of all types of audiences, whether
Bohumir Kryl, ihc conducthey be of the masses or of the
tor of the Symphony Orchesclasses.
tra which is the first Lyceum
Appearing as soloists on the
program of Die season.
program with the orchestra are
Dorothy Dickerson who has been
well received by continental,
American, and Canadian audiences who pralM her colortura soprano, Burtis Preston, promising
young American baritone. Florian
Zabecho whom the Prague C/cchist Mail calls "one of the truly
great violinists of our day", and
Barbara lie Brun. harpist, who
LeNoir Hubbard. editor of the was a sensation with Kryl on the
Rotunda. Pattie Alston Bounds. 1937 coast-to-coast tour.
news editor and Florence Bress.
business manager, will leave Friday, October 28. to attend the
annual Virginia
Intercollegiate
Press Association convention at
Mary Washington College in
Fredericksburg.
This convention is the twelfth
The Northern Neck Club has
to be held by the association, two been organfewd and the following
of which were held at Farmville
rs have been elected: Flora
The V. I. P. A. is the most ac- Jetl Crantry, president: Louise
i, vice-president; Marian
tive and the oldest organization
Of its kind in the U. S. Members' Farley, treasurer; Mary Catherine
\e. secretary; I>'ah Marsh.
are from Virginia and the District!
reporter,
of Columbia.
Of much interest to the dele- [ To be eligible for membership
gates the 1938 press convention the girl must bfl from the Northwill be some of the material which ern Neck. The members are Flora
Oallsd together the delegates for Jetl Crantry. Louise Palmer. Mathe first meeting at Farmville and rian Farley. Mary Catherine
Qreene, Leah Marsh, Henrietta
Hampden-Sydney in 1928.
Dawson, Elisabeth Warner, MariAt 2:00 on Friday, the first an Mitchell, (iainetl Perkins,
group of round-table diSCU Ion Flynt Moore. Jo Ware. LOttlSS HayWill be held after ths opening don Mrs TurnbUll, and Mr.
session.
French adviser.
Jack Reilly of New York, who
Northern Neck
is most familiar with the prob- Hei-.Men iin yeioiw Rappahannock
lems of the advertising manager And the broad Potomac blue,
in in wspapers will lead one dis- There's ■ lovely bit of country
0 group.
Down in old Virginia true
Dr. Churchill Gibson, rector of Just a narow I trip Of inland.
St. James Episcopal Church. Rich- on ths map Its a ai i i peek,
mond and possibly one of the But its home to everybody in
most outstanding workers with The gOOd old Northern Neck
young people in the state, v.ill bs Vou'll find many stately mansions
■I ths informal of a true Colonial style,
banquet to be held at 6:00 o'clock Tucked behind ths Old fashioned
A i,
Friday evening.
Pilled with flowers ail the while,
River-views and steamboat land-

Three Students
Attend Meeting
Of Virginia Press

Regional Club Is
Organized By
Mr. Charlie French

Johnston and (Jarnelt
Arc Given Leads
In Fall Play
Mi cast of the play "Out

Bound" by Button Vans

to bi

by ths Jongleurs and dramatic club of H T t
i i been
i ompleted for tin- production <>f
the play on December second.

Hob Kngls ha i I,I i:. given the
a young lower, and
Keith Eubank one pan of Mr.
Langlle, ■ bui In*
man
Jim
will be Tom Prior, a
young drunkard, i>-x Allison win
the bartender, and Jimmy Baldock as
Mr. Thump on
thl
■ • ninncr
The par) Of M
minister v.
"'. John Pancake
There are three I
UtS in
the play which will be fllled by
members of the dramatic club of
C, Alpha i." '■' net! as
Bai
Midget and Martha ftfeadi Rardai ly ■ Anns ths
young girls loved by Henry.

'imi" '.(Hi could expect
Of old vlrglnls rich tradlt
In ths vood old Northern Neck

II.-S Fraternity
For Leadership
Taps Six Hoys
six Hampden-Sydney students
v.ere tapped Unto Omlcron Delta
Kappa at
which ware
hem in the college ohapi l he t
Wednesday Thi bo) tapped were
Walti
A bi " Buchinsky,
Willard Craft, Arthur Field. Bert
Oartrell and v.
ke Scott.
i boj
•
ted a the
aniline bovs and as
leaders in their own particular

Held whether It

bi

i holei hip,
f the

.! ODK presided at

'i he i>. rerend HoiPresChurch m
Farmville
i verclse.
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Jokes From Colleges
Far and is'ear Give
Pleasure to Students

John Erskine
Writes Sketch
Of Whitman

1938-1939 member A odatod College Press, disJohn Erskine has in the past
tnbutor oi Collegiate Digest.
written many biographical novels.
This time he has chosen to write
Published by students of the State Teachers
about Walt Whitman, that poet
College, Parmville, Virginia
that we associate with the trend
of free verse and modern poetry.
Entered as set
IU * I, 1921, In
Erskine himself tells us that his
the Post Oflta ..i Parmville, VI [tola, under act book is purely fiction, written in
of March 3, 1934.
an effort to give us a hint of what
might have happened in that peSubscription
$150 per year rlod of Whitman's life about
which we know so little. This period of his life, short four months
STAFF
that it was. had tremendous influence on Whitman's later work.
BdltOI it. < i.:• J
LeNoir Hubbard
What a contrast to everything
Business Manager
Florence Bress that he had previously known
was the lazy city of New Orleans
to this young reporter from
As—elate Editors
NOWI
Puttie Bounds Brooklyn! He had signed himself I
Features
Frances Alvis to go to New Orleans after breakSocials
Vera Ebei Ins his connections with the I
Brooklyn Eagle. When he left for j
Sports
Marjorie Ninimo his new paper he showed no sign j
of developing into the poet that
we know him to be. His attempts
Reporters
at verse had been of the worst.
IflUise Allen. HuelWOOd Burbank, Elizabeth Burke,
Yet a bare four months later,
Mable Burton, Ann Bradner. Mildred Callis. on his return from the South, he
Sadie Cobb. Berniee Copley, Marie Eason. Mary brought with him part of the
Sue BdmondsOO, Marion Harden. Mildred manuscript of "Leaves of Grass".
Harry. E. Byrd Hutcheson. Frances Hutcheson, What happened to him in New
Helen Jeffries, Sara Keessee, Johnny Lybrook. Orleans we do not know and beMary Walker Mil.lull, Clara Nottingham. cause of this Mr. Erskine has
Norma Pamplin, AgnaS Pickeral, Helen il" ill. chosen that period of Whitmans
life on which to base his novel.
Becky S, DdidgO, .'anelle Sheior, Frances Steed. We feel sure that Whitman must
Shirley Stephens, Edna S.rong, Jean Terrell. have fallen in love, probably the
Dibbs Tyree, Deli Warren, Elizabeth west.
only love in his "strikingly asce*.ic life".
Whitman found the lazy life of
Typists
the South very much to his liking.
Chlal Typist
Marguerite Snell He enjoyed the company of the
Ann Bruce, Doi Smith, Car.ilyn Booth, Anna half-caste women, the sherry cobblers, and in general the life as
Itaxey, Prano Barnes, Myrtle cooke.
the Southerners led it. Whether
he had a son, as he later told
Managers
people, or not we do not know,
A i mil Business Manager
Virginia Yager but that journey to New Orleans
Circulation Manager
Elizabeth Prince later—that journey that he was
Assistants Anne Benton, Jeanette Ferguson, Anna so secretive about—certainly gives
Erskine some basis for the asMaxey. Martha McKinstry, Caralie Nelson, sumption that this was true.
Mary West.
All of this together with the
wartime stir gives us a very inWEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1937
teresting and exciting novel. As
is the case with all of Erskine's
novels, "The Start of the Road"
Is beautifnlly written. He has sucLyceum Programs
ceeded in giving us the best that
Are Planned
he can create in the line in which
he is a master. However we must
For All Students
remember when reading this book
that it is fiction. A story told in
Lyceum programs are presented by the such a way as to interest all of
us. Those of us who have read
Parmville State Teachers College for both Erskine's books before know that
the entertainment and for the cultural, this novel of Whitman is worthy
of our attention.
benefits thai aic given in the series of pro-)
grama that are presented. This year's series
presents a group of very talented artists be-|
ginning with

Kyrl and his symphony or-1

cheatra, which is to be presented tonight,:

The Student Body and
Administration wish to express their deepest sympathy to the family of Hope
Dickinson in their recent
bereavement.

Wednesday, October 26.

An intoxicated Irishman, coming nonu one night, walked into
a , c mi i. ty. He lell into an cmpiy
grave that had just been dug.
When be awoke the next morn-,
mg, the sun was sinning and the'
buds weie twittering. 'Ihe Irishman exclaimed:
"Olorjr be, tne Judgment day,
im the first one up."
He was dining in his club when
a 11 lend whom he had not seen
lor years came up and spoke to
mm.
"I'm sorry to hear that your
wife has died?"
"Kb, what's that?"
"I'm soiry to hear of the death
of your wife."
"Speak up man; I can't hear
you."
"Im sorry to hear that you've
buned your wife."
"1 had to; she died."
—The Sheaf
Soph: What would a nation be
without women?
Frosh: A stag-nation.
Daffynitions . . .
Vagrant—Sweet smelling
Artillery—Blood vessel
Squawk—Indian's wife
Myth—Lady moth
Dust—Mud with the
squeezed out.

Lecturer: If I had my way I
would throw every cask of beer,
every bottle of wine, every keg
of whiskey into the sea.
Voice: Bravo.
Lecturer: Ah. you're a teetotaler
too, my friend.
Voice: No. I'm a deep sea diver.
Advertisement: Sign in the stationery store: "This week's special
—Chinaware, Hardware and Underwear."
Lamentation: An old Maid:
Oh, what have I done,
I wish I was dead.
I scared away a man
Fiom beneath my bed.
Men are like corks—some pop
the question, but most of them
have to be drawn out.
English Instructor: Are you
smoking back there, Mr. Wells?
Wells: No. sir; that's just the
fog I'm in.
Carolina Buccaneer
Star light, star bright,
First star I see tonight
I wish I may. I wish I might
Know how to handle a guy that's
tight.
Daw
Prof: What is the greatest
Greek Tragedy?
Stude: Phi Delta Theta.
The average man is proof
enough that a woman can take
a joke.

Bach girl at Parmville should feel proud
tunity and she should do all in her power

What pro-

gram can be presented as it should be if the
audience Is not a full one thai is appreciative? It lakes years of hard study to he per
fed enough to lake ■ pan in i program
such .is those we are offered

In

our Ly-

ceums. All this practice and study though
seems to be all iii vain when the audience is

a few scattered people or an audience thai
i unappreciative.
We owe il to ourselves and lo those who

are responsible for getting the programs
thai are scheduled on our Lyceum course
to make these programs a success.

They

an as much ■ pan of our college career as
are our daily classes for i hey offer us a
cultural and social life of our College that
we would not get elsewhere in our college

life.
So start tonight With our flral Lyceum
program Of the year- Kyrl and His Symphony Orchestra and attend eat h of the
programs thai are scheduled on our pro

gram.

By lohnny Lybrook
The Democ-atic State of Virginia looks
with interest to the coming gi bernatorial
elections over the nation. Apparently the
Democrats wi! continue to hold the lead in
the majority of states engaging in elections
this fall. Only two states promise a real
and interesting fight—New York and Pennsylvania.
The dispute the Democrat* are having
among themselves gives optimistic hope to
the Republicans in Pennsylvania.
In New York the campaign is hot to the
sizzling point. Both Republican candidate
Dewey and the Democratic n -minee, Lippman, who has been governor of the state for
the past six years, have been busy with
touring the state, campaigning most in the
cities that are "on the fence." Dewey declares himself to be a middle-of-the-road
candidate and accuses the governor of the
state of New York of havng bungled the
altempt of much needed reform of the state
government and accused the state of various corrupt elements. "He denounced the
Democratic party as a co-rupt monopoly,
and charged that Gangsterism was its root."
Meanwhile Governor I ippman was listing proudly his accomplishments of the past
six years. He had conferred with President
Roosevelt and discussed with him campaign plans and content of the radio address the President plans to make as a citizen of New York on November 4. The
President and Lippman have not been on
any too good terms since Lipman publicly
denounced Roosevelt's Supreme Court Reform Act. The Governor stil refuses to give
the President a blanket endorsement of the
New Deal. (This fellow Lipman is a man
with a mind of his own.)

We are especially Interested in the New
York election because of its dense population and the almost vital part the result
of the year's gubernatorial election might
play in the next presidential election.
In general, Republicans all over the nation have come forth with a platform of
"moral reform" accusing the Democrats of
everything corrupt that can possibly be
thought up by clever politicians to start the
ntial propaganda that is necessa-y for
the election of a party's candidate.
Standing on a "moral reform" platform
is a dangerous thing for any political party because it almost definitely must include
the old and ever faithful ten commandments. In this document there is a section
which reads "Thou shalt not bear false wit"It's raining cats and dogs out- ness against thy neighbor.' "Mud-slinging"
is too prevalent in politics for this to be inside."
"I know. I just stepped into a cluded. Perhaps the Republicans have gotpoodle."
ten their words mixed or maybe the commentators have failed to give us the true
Interpretation of G. 0. P.'s great ray of
hope.

By Fiances Steed

to make each and every program a success.

If only a few persons attend?

By Anne Morrow Lindbergh
275 pp.—Harcouit, Brace Co. 2.50
One of the finest writers in
America is a woman who probaoly had no intention of becoming
a writer, WHO did not feel the torluiing ambition to see her name
in print or ever went througb any
great struggle to cultivate her
style yet she has emerged to an
artistry which challenges the
most meticulous critic. Her name
is Anne Morrow Lindbergh. Her
books have grown naturally from
her flights, made beautiful by
description of her emotions while
in the process of making world
history. This characteristic made
North to the Orient" famous,
but in her new book "Listen! The
Wind" it is even more startling
for this is written of only one
phs i >ii toe Undbergs world wide
survey of air routes. The particular period desciibed is that from
the take off from Africa and the
flight to Brazil across the South
Atlantic. "Listen! The Wind" is
a drama of fearful suspense, of
nerves and emotions held tight
and disciplined in the process of
meeting the problems encountered
and overcoming them.
The
wind—the steady, dry. ominous
wind in Santiago which never
broke, the wind that died out in
Bathiust and left the Lindbergs
maneuvering to get the slightest
breeze so that they might take
off, and the anxiety about the
wind constitute the main motif
of the story.
Two elements of the book are
most appealing. One is the gallant quiet courage of "my husband" who comes thru all crises
with fine stability. Mrs. Lindbeigh lets a note of admiration
and affection creep into the text
and this has charm. Another element is her habit of reverting to
childhood scenes and familiar
places—seeing the drive from NewJersey to New Work, while she
is flying the Atlantic or feeling
the lump in her throat when she
leaves Bathiust, the same as she
used to feel when leaving a loved
place in New England.
Beyond the obvious causes there
are good reasons for the vast success of Mrs. Lindbergh's writing.
She gives us factual, real experience, autobiographical and thus
satsifles beyond mere fiction. At
the same time she gives us too,
. lab emotional reaction which
makes fiction so desirable reading.
She is a gallant woman, exquisitely understanding and she cannot keep these qualities out of
her book.

GLEANINGS

Echoes From an Empty Space

that her college offers her such an oppor-

w hai program, though, can be a success

juice

Anne Lindbergh
Writes Story of
Airplane Travels

First and foremost in the minds
of everyone is the fact thai Blolse
Bowling Is an engaged lady now.
She's beaming all over—as much
as Ora Wilson was the past week
AND tins week Ora wasn't
Bed with only an
engagement
ling. She has a Theta Sigmw fraternity pin Some people ni
pride at all.
Johnny Lybrook is doing a neat
[| ami thai Llair
Goode has been dating G .y Shepherd, captain of the Southern
Conference boxing team or something, then along comes Johnny
and complicates things anothc
triangle, affair.
Caroline Gwalthney fell asleep
by bar bedsale the other ni'i an I
at 4 o'clock she awakened
sprawled out m Ihe middle of the
HOOT. We don't know WhOJ UM
l ireumstances were.
Someone told me to put in the
column that Ruth Hubard I
crasy. Wonder where on earn
they got the Id
Mable Bui ton reports a wonderful week-end at the Phi K ip
ties m Richmond. Is she lick'e or
i>- she Stringing about M • ;>! HI '
Will someone please be on time
when you nave dates with C
' He's in ,in awful itStO Of
IM' his .1 '

Little "Flip" created a seusat'on
There was once a little g:rl named Ruth, from Roanoke, ai <' Ibi '1 in Patterson's when he tall that
thanking her lucky stars foi her Jean Taylor was the CUtCS I ttle
little K. A. pin. It seems thai girl he ever saw and he wanted a
someone told her one could help 'date with her, but then il leeni
her in her grade in one cla.-,.; Peo- thai he asked Meade for a date.
ple are going to be borrowing the What's up. Flip?
things all round the plac*
Mimi Perdue is all disgusted
Another W*M"| mb WW ,lulled with V. M. I. now. She's in love
Saturday and Sunday nights when with Richmond. Women ere so
Maeon left town. Helen Jelfries fickle.
ninnn::i d ome way or other to
Jinny Lee Taylor must hSVi
have two dates, with Jack Sumir.iis. Now is that right? Afte. gj], a nightmare or something the
Macon stayed away all last year. other night. She said she wAe up
She just can't turn her back on the next morning and decided the
; in love irtth "Hooey' anyJack
more.
Does anyone know why MenWhat's tills about Linn, Qmna
delssohn's Wedding March" was so
appropriate when Forrestine V»hlt- Wicks, and Shirley Stephens get| taker left choir meeting the other ting stranded in CharloVe..v.lle
Sunday night?
| night?
Charlotte Minton's dstl I ION
They say thai Mary Print; Arher
to "Ginghoul Castle
.Ins
nold was disappointed Sunday
night when her expected V. P. I. week-end down at Carolina and
she left him. She must ha\e had
friend failed to an I
in. but she won't talK
label asked me to put someNow have you anything to add,
thing in here about the exclusive
Problem Club" but they never Miss Bounds?
do anything so I can't.
p. s. steed had beti r be careful
Sarah Button's latest ;J that •.'bout ta king in her sleeo The
notorious woman hater, Bert Gur- other nigh! according to hoi i
trall.
mate she began bewailing the fact
thai
. old "lame i,l iieri
Mr. Creighton says he WS1
:
know if the freshmen Whfl prethere any "1
d to him can
3""dp irtunlty, rr h nan

The situation in Czechsolvakia which
has been pushed somewhat off the front
pages of the nation's newspapers may be
best summed up with a quotation from the
"Richmond News Leader" of Saturday, October 22: "Broadly speaking, now that the
Little Entente is dead, the smaller states
are defenseless against Germany and will
make such peace as they may, but they may
not on that account abandon their passive
resistance. On the contrary, Germany is apt
to pereeive, as she goes on, that the traditional temper of Europe has not changed
and that the vanquished once more will
form a league agavjst the victor. Already in
Austria the Fueherer is encountering unexpected opposition from Catholics. This
will be overcome in all its outward expressions, but it may give a moral insecurity to

Anschluss."
While in England rearmament has sped
ti]) since Chamberlain's return from Munich, a movement has been started in Ameriea for a world conference on disarmament
The United States believes if such a thing is
to come, it must be started in our nation
use such a thing could hardly start in
pe wiih go many strained relations be"ii nations.

B
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*cbitectural Design
f Library Revealed

Kappa Alpha's Lead
H.-S. Fraternities
With 21 Pledges

Hampdcn-Sydney's seven social
fraternities climaxed the rushing
period last Wednesday when they
pledged eighty-nine freshmen. sev en transfers, and two second year
men. Seventy per cent of all new
men in the freshman class accepted bids as compared with seventy
One year ago this week:
two per cent last year.
Kappa Alpha led with twentyMr Frenjh was elescted Freshiville's nev. library build- man Classman.
one pledges: Chi Phi and Kappa
It
e foundation of which has
Sigma tied for second with sixbt
ompleted, U to be of red ! Cousin Tommy celebrated his teen each. Pi Kappa Alpha folbn
Colonial design, with two golden wedding anniversary.
lowed with fifteen. Sigma Chi
The Senior Class of '38 was in- pledged thirteen: Theta Kappa
wm,.
tth a long connecting corridor, somewhat sir..ilar in design stalled by Dr. Jarman.
Nu, eleven; Theta Chi, six.
The College Choral Club gave
to the front view of the Baker
The pledges are listed below:
Memorial Library <f Dartmouth Mr. Strick a surprise birthday
Chi Phi
College, which is considered by party
James Baldork. Charleston. W
experts to be a mgdel for the
The pool was opened on Satur- Va.; Pat Booth. Petersburg; Samcountry.
day night for students for the uel Cotten. Petersburg; Richard
The modified Georgian archi- first time.
Davis. Miami, Fla.; John Dennis.
tecture of the library building
A movie scout it was rumored Blackstone; George Fulton, Roamatches the present ffollege struc- was coming to scout the fall play. ncke: Kmnch Hollenbeck, Brookture, and its lines and propor- Mary, Queen of Scots" foi new ,yn. N. Y.; William Huggins, Hillstions will make It a »>eautiiul as- talent.
boro. Ohio; Sam McGann. Norfi.lk;
set to the present bu'ldings
Randolph
Munt,
Petersburg:
Two
years
ago
thi
•
week:
On the ground flcxfl- the plans
Ralph Ritchie, Charleston, W. Va.;
Johnny Lybrook aiid Lib Harris
call for a large "browsing" room
Simmons, Miami, Fla.; Matfor student readers Th.'re will ai-so reign as joirt queens of the circus. thew Powell Tynos. Farmville;
be an adequate lecture room and
Gimiy Agee is given the lead Douglas Venable. Charleston. W.
three seminar rooms. A large in "Third Mary" opposite Jim Va.; Benjamin Willis, Norfolk:
.stack room will be provided as Johnston of Hampden-Sydney.
James Woolcott. Norfolk.
well as receiving rooms, a new
Miss Virginia Bedford is elected
Sigma Chi
newspaper file room and a dupli- as clussman of the class of 1940.
Walter Cobbs, Rocky Mt.; Robcate book room.
Vi.ginia
Baker.
Mary
Lib ert Dabney. Hcrnando, Miss; WilThe main floor will Ue reached Slater. Virginia Bean and Elsie liam Dyer, Montgomery, W. Va.;
by wide semi-circular stairs. Cabell go to Louisville, Kentucky Charles Elmorc. McKenney; Tom
Mcrryman, Lynchburg;
Dewitt
There will be a large slack room, to A. C P. convention.
Peck, Morgantown, w.
Va.:
a BStnptpn r-yrr., one in each of
Charles Porter. Mebane. N. C;
the east and west wings, a spaRoy Sears. Charleston. W. Va.;
cious reading room, and a refer- i
Henry Shepherd, Sheperdstown.
cnce room. The librarian's offices I
W. Va.: Sam Smith, Charleston,
will optn from the corridor.
Miss Snead. librarian, says
W. Va.; Cary Thompson. Lynchburg: Robert Walker, Paint Lick
that an inventory of accession
Dr. Ernest R Groves and Mrs. Ky.; Jack Wilson. Annapolis, Md.
records of every book that has
come into the library, since 1884 Groves oi the Uniu i l.sty of North !
Kappa Sigma
to date, is being taken and the Carolina were guest speakers al
Richard William Baker, Bridgegaps made by those books lost the A.pha Kappa Gamma national ville. Del.; Cecil Carpenter, Richand missing will be filled in. This convention Saturday, October 22. mond; William Covington. ReedDr. Giove.s .speaking on "Psy- ville; Charles .Luclen Crockett
inventory will show how many
duplicate and how many separate chological and Emotional Ap- Roanokc; Edward Davis, -Richproach to Mairiace said "One mond: Marshall Doswell, Richvolumes there are in the library.
A record of periodicals, bound thing we agree about is that the mond; Raley Fuller, South Bosand unbound, has been made and young people are having as much ton; Kossen Gregory. Roanoke:
this permanent record check list if not more things to trouble them John Harlow, Rchmond; Clifford
will be transferred to a card in- than young people have ever be- Holmes, East Foxboro, Mass; Lewdex and will be available to stu- fore."
is Johnston. South Boston; John
dents as soon as possible. A halfHe claimed that this was not Pancake. Saunton: Joseph Rusdozen additional periodicals are Jin In a ehtQga in young people, sell. Canton, N. C; Maynar
being added this year to the cur- that he believed them to be very Smith, Foxboro. Mass; I. C. Wagent list ol around 230. A number much the .same, but it was due to ner, Covington; Walton Zimmerof valuable and useful reference economic situations. "Economic man, Boydton.
books have been added this sum- situations have caused the lengthPi Kappa Alpha
mer to our already excellent ref- ening of the period before marThomas T. Atkinson. Champe;
erence collection. In all. there are riage." In' stated.
William BaskervUl, Worsham; T.
now about 30.000 volumes in our
"Everyday." said Dr. Oroves "I C. Bowen. Tazewell: William Bowlibrary.
receive any number of letters from en. Bramwell; A. C. Buchanan
A member of the CarneRie Limen and women asking. Tazewell; Walter Engle, Towson.
brary Foundation seemed surpris- "Is it safe for us to marry?; how Md.; Edgar Forrest Jesse, Cleveed and gratified to find that can we go on safely when we land. Va.: John Jones, Petersburg.
among the periodical indexes cant marry? etc." In answering Quelhn Keith, Spencer. W. Va.:
Farmville's library has the Public he said his advice was whenever Oscar Lewis Martin, Lynchburg;
Affairs Information Service guides. it was possible, it was more sen- William McKenna, Sterling, Ky.:
In his recent regional survey, ours sible to marry than to wait.
John Dashiell Rouse. Newport
was the first library of this type
Premarital examinations should News; William Tracy, Long Island.
which subscribed to the P. A. I. i)r given to all people was a N. Y.; William Trinkle. Roanoke;
S. index.
thought expressed by Dr. Groves. Gordon Willis, Roanoke.
In June. Miss Snead attended Hi Mid many people objected to
Kappa Alpha
the annual meeting of the Ameri- the Idea, but it was one of the
Edward
Bagley,
Kenbrldge;
can Library Association held at M< pa toward building the marriage James Cousar, Covington; MarshKansas City, Missouri. One of the to last.
all Vance Currin, Meredithvllle.
outstanding points of discussion
Dr. Giove.s said courtship itself John Dunlop, Charlottesville. Edat this conference was the effort was a good thing if used properly. ward Giorge, Roanoke; William
for a closer affiliation between the "If you don't use it to get a mate Gibson. Huntington, W. Va.; Jim
American Library Association and you are throwing away the pur- Gregory. Java; Robert Hagan. S
the National Educational Associa- pose."
Roanoke; Wildam Harris, Orange.
tion. A thought-provoking lee- | It is the most normal thing in Wiliiam Hay. Richmond: Frank
ture was given on this discussion the world for people to marry and Heiclelback.
Danville;
Charles
by Miss Bess Goodykoontz, Assis- every person owes It to himself to Houston, Augusta. Ga.; Llnwood
tant Commissioner of Education, find a suitable partner. To the Jennings, Burkevlue; Alec Jones.
the U. S. office of Education. In mils lie said "Be where men are. Roanoke: Laurie Pitts Jones, New
her lecture "The Relation of Books and do justice to yourself in at- Canton; John Lawson. Roanoke;
and Libraries to Education" she tracting them'
Harry "Buddy" Murdoch, Brunsshowed that the libraries are tryThe doctor went on to say that wick. Ga.; Philip Strader, Henting to keep abreast of the chan- romance Is beautiiul. but you ingtcn. W. Va.; Walter Thurman,
ges in education. Library-build- don't live on romance but intel- Charleston, W. Va.: Edwin Vaden.
ings round table discussions were
c He said "I have no sym- Gretna; Jess Van Meter, Jackson,
especially helpful, for the leading i iv with a man attempting to Ky.
architects in the country present- find a wife like he'd analyze a
Theta (hi
ed plans, library trends, and pre- problem in math."
Robert Fleming. Seattle, Wash.;
sent day changes in library ari' vrhological and emotion- Allyn Janney, Fredericksburg; Jochitecture.
al approach to marriage is the seph Kelly. Wythevllle J. Hunter
right way, so the doctor things Peak. Louisville. Ky.; Frank O.
and the best pieparation he said Smith, Rainrlle, W. Va.; Louis
is a frank relationship with the White, Goode.
Thrta Kappa Nu
person to whom you are engaged.
William Devaney, Cannelton,
Tliis means you should talk it over
W. Va.; Edwaid Field, Nuttall:
Doris Chesnut. a Junior, from and give your ideas on home- William Kemper Fitch, Richmond;
life,
your
likes,
dislikes
and
other
Durham, N. C. has been added to
Meredith Freeman, South Hill:
the Rotunda staff in the capacity little ideas which play an import- Hugh Halliday. Hampton; Burton
ant part in married life.
of chief typist.
Hanbury,
Farms Hie.
U ending. Dr. Oroves spopke of Blanton
Doris has never been on the
whore the man worked at Charles Link, Raleigh, N. C; HuRotunda stair before, but she has
profession—worked on his de- bert Morgan. Kenbrldge; William
proved herself to be worthy of her his
grae While his wife worked. He is Rogers, C'aton •. iilr. Md.; Robert
in '. office. She has been recogniz- thoroughly against euch a setup Younce. Chase City; Robert Wiled for her fine work in English by as this.
liams, Victoria.
being elected to membership in
Continued
on
Page
4
Beorc Eh Thorn, the English honor society. During her freshman
Flash: Ralph Hutchinson wants
year she was initiated into Alpha
Ol her abiltiy in social scito
die with his boots on so he
ixnis was recently bid and
Phi Sigma, the national fraternity
for scholarship in which she has Initiated into Pi Gamma Mu. the won't hurt his foot when he kicks
attained the second degree. Be- national social science fraternity. the bucket.

?w Changes In
italogue System
re Being Made

Remember. . .

Marriage Is Topic
For Open Forum of
Alpha Kappa Gamma

Chesnut Is Added
To "Rotunda" Staff

Kappa Delta Pi
Elects Members
To Organization

Page 3
Freshmen Perform An
Sophomore Hat Court
Reigns In Silence

G. F. BUTCH ER CO.
"The Convenient Store"

Silence reigns — the curtain
•lowly parts and we find ourselves
:n the sphere of the supernatural.
As our eyes grow accustomed to
the dim. flickering candle light
we are able to discern a phantomike semicircle of white— emphasizee' only two ebony-dyed figures
at the center. A shrill unearthly
\oice wai.s out Lome poor unfortunates name. She scurries to her
jjdgment, fear-ridden and filled
With apprehension. Her sister
rats" sit in owed ciience. Girl alter girl is called, each awaiting
her verdict, wlln the same stond
courage, each fulfilling her centence with the same display of
good sportsmanship.
They sing, they play, they wash,
they dance, they draw, they roll
onions vith their noses, they oat
.emons. they are unafraid to state
their views on subject of vital iraportftnee to all. And above all thry
find "time' : Could you?
We give you the Class of '42 initiated!

Dealer in fancy groceries and
confectioneries
600 Hi. i, St.
I M nu illr. Va.

Kappa Delta Pi, the national
fraternity for scholarship
announces its new members. They
are Frances Alvis. Sara Melba
Beale, Anne Billups. Florence
6 or 8 Bxperare Roils
Bress, Josie Lee Cogsdale. Beulah
Any die Developed
9E»#»
Eltenger, Frances Holloway, Roseand Printed
uOV.
mary Howell, Martha McCorkle,
Reprints 3 cents up
Anna Maxey, Mary Walker MitECONOMY PICTURE MAKERS
chell, Jane Powell. Mary CarringStauntun. Virginia
ton Power, Ruth Read, Elizabeth
Tyree, and Virginia Yager.
In 1918 a group of students,
eager to unite their interests in
education, established at State
Teachers College, Farmville, Virginia, a society to foster higher
standards of education. They
Quality—Service
named their society Pi Kappa
Omega.
In 1928 the members of Pi
Kappa Omega found that their
ideals were the same as those of
the national Honor Society in
Education. Kappa Delta Pi.
Farmville, Virginia
Therefore, on May 21, 1928. Pi
K.ppa Omega was merged into
Member: Federal Reserve System
the Beta Epsilon chapter of KapFederal Deposit Ins. Corp.
pa Delta Pi.
The outstanding purpose of
Kappa Delta Pi is the service of
mankind through teaching. It encouraged high intellectual and
FILMS PURCIIASF.D AT THIS
scholastic standards and recogSTORE ARK DEVELOPED
nizes outstanding contributions
to education.
PURE DRUGS
FREE
The society has for its emblem
MEDICINES
a golden key upon which are
One Day Service
found an ancient scroll and stylus
TOILET
ARTICLES
as beehive, and the characters.
KDPi. The golden scroll is the
Quality—Priof -Service
foundation of the emblem, standing for the treasures of antiquity,
which form the foundations of all FARMVILLE
VIRGINIA
modern education. The stylus
represents the first form instrument known to be used In making letters and figures. The beehives symbolize toil and the letters, KDPi stand for the motto,
Knowledge, Duty, Power—words
We do invisible half-soling
fraught with the whole meaning
and re-heeling
of the educational ideal.
Tailoring—Cleaning—Pressing
A student, in order to be qualified for membership to Kappa
Delta Pi .must be above the upper
quartile point of the college, her
entire collegiate record being
PHONE 203
Dodge & Plymouth Can
taken into account. She must
Dodge Trucks
show continued interest in education and a desire to serve. She
We service all in.ikcs of cart
must manifest desirable social
habits and be of high moral character. No student is eligible for
membership unless she shows
Compliments of
ability to influence her fellow students in attaining the best student ideals.

FILMS

BROOKS-KAYTON
COAL CO.

Planters Hank &
Trust Company

GRAY'S
DRUG STORE

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG STORE

S. A .LEGUS

Electric Shoe Shop

Johns Motor Company

Students 1'au Tribute
To Former Teacher,
Minn Estelle Smil hey
If you have evi r takin a moment from your somewhat busy
school life to look on the inside
cover of many of the French books
in our library you have no doubt
seen the name of the late Miss
Estelle Smithey. In addition n. her
previous generous contributions of
books, in the near future you will
find approximately 250 language
volumes, most of them French, on
the library shelves. These book:
are some of the remains of Miss
Smithey s home library which, on
the recent division of h
isons, were presented the llbraiy
bv her niece, Miss Nellie Smitlu.,-,
a mathematics teacher in the
Roanoke public schools.
Miss Smithey, for years head e!
the department of French in the
Farmville State Teachers College,
was truly
lover of the
Vn nch language and of her proession. Library helpers can tell
you of her discriminating w DM
regarding French books, how she
always UNI Mind to he so familiar
with the books as without a moment's hesitation, select the book
most applicable for a par'
need of her pupils. Shi
the broadening influence of reading widely m I
and m ■
! that they translate the
knowledge thll acquired.
Miss Snead, librarian, says: 'To
Miss Smith ) I : I :.< I i. >. Wl '■
like her students She seemed to
know them through and tin
She was so gentile, of such r fined sen
. . , in
the library. We are indi
fill to
(dill:

We win remember Miss Smith y
Dtle but bright
jour, mad'
mid
Farmville. It seems fir ■
the remnants of hi
Continued on Page 4

SANITARY GROCERY COMPANY
Inc.
Farmville, Virginia

Low Prices Always . . . Where Quality Counts
We appreciate your patronage Ivy McMullen, Mf?r.

SWING HIGH .
... SWING LOW
However, you waul
curls to Go.

your

Our operator!

arc expert either in the up*
or downs.

FREDERIC PERMANENTS
Nationally
Known

Nationally
Advertised

$5.00
INCLUDING SHAMPOO FINGER
AND HAIR CUT. NEXT FEW DAY8
If yon have a charge. aCOtHlt at Baldwin*!
ii

M

it

III

the Beauty shop.

BALDWIN'S BEAUTY SHOP
Phone L09

Farmville', II.

t Shop
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Seniors Win First
Place in Carnival
Freshman Class
Takes Second Place
For Red and White
Senior's green and white team
was victorious in the water carnival held on October 25. The
Freshmen, red and white, won
honorable mention or second
place.
The Seniors under the direction
of Sydney Yonce rendered their
version of Olympic swimming
with every type of swimming and
divine in good form. As a climax
they gave the "firefly" formation
With candle light and ended In
the formation of the letter S.
Bach year the Seniors have given
an elaboration on Olympics graduating annually to a more difficult style.
Nancy Plerpont, a member of
the H20 club aided the Freshmen
In presenting "A froggie would
A wooing go". This was presented
With song and pantomine acting
and the frog finally married his
lady love. The wooing was presented by life saving methods.
The Sophomore and Juniors
headed by Helen Mcllwalne and
8aia Keesee respectively gave "A
play day at the pool" In competitive events. In this were back
and front crawls, tandems, relays, obstacle races and diving.
The Juniors bowed to the Sophomores with a 36-34 score.
While the judges were making
their decisions Pat Gibson, and
Helen Mcllwaine presented comedy diving. Stunts in the water
were given by Dot Fischer and
Macon Raine. Form diving was
executed by Victoria Tanner, a
member of the Sophomore class.
At the conclusion of the carnival. Sydney Yonce. president of
the H20 club awarded the club
emblems. Those receiving emblems
Were: Sydney Yonce, Marjorie
Nimmo. Myra Smith, Victoria
Tanner, Ellen Conyers. Helen
Mcllwaine, Nancy Pierpont. Mary
Elizabeth Petticrew, Eliza Wise,
Margaret Britton. Virginia Carroll and Sara Keesee.
The water carnival Is presented
each year to the student body
and faculty and is sponsored by
the H20 club. Each class presents a skit with the events taking place in the water.

First Round of
Tennis Tourney
Is Played Off
Tennis tournament which began last week Is now well under
way. Girls have been donning
their shorts and. with rackets in
hands, have been heading for
the tennis courts Matches have
been played off every hour of the
day, and the second round of the
tournament is soon to be started.
Those girls who have played
and won the ...st set are Betty
Shumate <6-1 > i6-0>; Myra Smith
(6-0i i6-0); Madge Home (default by Ann Cock I; Ruby Adams
(6-4) <6-l>; Jack Cock defaulted
to Lavalet Olenn; Dot Fischer
(6-H (6-1); and Dot Johnson
(6-2i '0-6) (6-D. There are yet
some girls who have not played
off their first set. This must be
done as soon as possible, or on the
date set, or else the person unable to play must default the
game.
Shirley Stevens, manager of
tennis is in charge of the tournament.

Archery Equipment
Is Purchased
For Students' Use
New archery equipment has arrived with two new bows, arrows
and a new target. Half of the
equipment will remain for use .<'.
school on the hockey Meld and
the other half will be taken for
use at Longwood. Archery ;quipnii nt will remain out at Longwoud
for use of girls at all times and
anyone wishing to practice may
ride out on the truck. On Friday
lemons at 2 and 4 o'clock the
truck leaves from the back porch
for anyone wishing to play golf oi
rhool archery. An archery tournament will start soon. Marga:et
Stallard, manager, announced
Girls are urged to get in practice;.
The equipment is available for use
at all times.
He who laughts first Is foolish.
He who laughts last is English.
He who laughs last is English.

ROLLS DEVELOPED
Anv size roll kmink film developed,
eiplit never-fade Velox pr.nts for only
l.ou prices on candid film. Handy
mailing envelopes furnished.
VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVEN

MAIL YOUR FILMS TO

Jack babbit Co
SPARTANBURG. S. C.

Sport Slants
By Marjorie Nimmo
Business is picking up at ' Play iors and seniors—you may be exNights" and crowds are K*
perienced, but you yet need Pi IClarger each night. S. T. C. is go- tice. That last year's junior hail
ing to have a lew checker shark i has good Intentions for praciic i.
and demon bridge players i.i the Maybe they've got something
near future with practice every there. Anyhow, time will tell and
Saturday night. Talk about har- the color games will soon tell the
mony — student building icihy tale.
rings about ten o'clock when evThose little round blocks of
eryone gathers around and sings wood and those long shovel-like
while Jerry Hatcher tickle > ih.
ivories". Quite a few dance steps stlcks scen m the gym oclo»8 l0
originate in this swing session, 'io the shuffle board set. How do you
top it all off refreshments have play shuffle board is the question
been swellelegant! In summing it now. Crews Borden and any of the
all up let's say a wonderful time other members of the Athletic
was had by ail on Saturday night s Council will gladlv show you. This
game will take you back to your
play session.
chi dhood pastime of pushing the
The gym is now running the blocks across the floor, but watch
Tec" competition and that con- out—it's a lot more complicm el!
stant noise of a little white ball
Farmivlle's game of golf is truly
hitting tiie table is heard at all rare. Those S. T. C. girls combine
hours. In other words, ping pong. truck riding, hiking, hide-and-goIt won't be long before the tourn-i- seek, and hitting a little white
ment will begin so start practicing | ball all in one game and call it
rihgt away girls,
goif. Jenny Carroll likes her game
These cool, crisp days are just'in ,he weeds—yep. she stays tl i
right for hockey, and they arc mo .t of .he time .ooking for ball*.
It is said that Mr. French makes
reall bringing students out. Some a wonderful caddy and that Mr.
sudden energetic spurt must nave Graham is quite a capable instrucwaked the sophs because they are tor. Quite a few golf bags arc
turning out for practices in full tucked away in the closets around
force. Could it be that ihey love school. Dig them out. nirls. and
to see rat caps on the freshmen> load up that .ruck for Long wood
Those freshmen are holding on on Friday afternoons. S. i. •;
and practicing so this year's game needs a few more cxpeits like Dot
will be really good. O. K. you jar.- Fischer and Sue Owen.
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Sixty Students
Attend Play Night
In Student Lounge

DRUMELLER'S
FANCY
MEATS AM) (iROCF.RIES

ROSE'S

Sixty girls participated in play
night held in Student and Y. W.
5—10—25c STORK
C. A. lounges on October 22. Forty
girls were playing bridge in Y.
W, C. A. lounge and twenty were
playing checkers, dominoes, pari and numerous card games
NEW LINE OF
in the student lounge. Students
signed up for the game which
BF.AITIFTI,
they wished to play and selected
partners, or were given partners
FALL ANKLETS
by the manager. Crews Borden.
Names were drawn from a box
for the prizes and the lucky winFor a line colci linn of
ners were awarded Halloween
( IIKIST.YIAS CAKDS .re
trinkets. Refreshments were served by Crews Borden, assisted by
MRS. IWCi.ETTF.
Sue Owen and members of the
Cards will be displayed at
A A. council. After the games the
School soon
students danced and sang in student lounge acompanied at the
piano by Gerry Hatcher.
"Play Night may not be held
this Saturday night, but will be
continued in the near future if S.
T. C. students desire it," Crews
Visit UK for the
Borden announced. Play night is
sponsored by the Athletic AssoBEST FOUNTAIN SERVICE
ciation, and is given for the entertainment of students on Saturday nights. It is open to any
students who wish to participate
We sell, service, and repair anyand is free of charge.
thing electrical
Ping pong and badminton may
be played in the gym at the same
time on Saturday nights. These
sports are also considered a part
PHONE 40
of play night, and students participating are requested to join
the other groups in student
lounge after the games are over.
TRY
The equipment may be obtained OCR DELICIOUS SANDWICHES
from Crews Borden or some mem- Chicken Salad
lte
lte
ber of the A. A. council if it is "am
not set up in the gym. Shuffle Bar B-Q
la.
board set will be added to these Hamburger. Tom. & lettuce lte
Another week in state football
The varsity forsakes the accus- games in the gym and equipment Cigarettes — Chesterfield. Lucky.
finds four more state winners and tomed role of underdog this Sat- may be obtained in the same Old Cold, Camels 2 for 25c.
manner.
four more losers; but this time I urday as they enter the fray in
!
Death
Valley
against
American
most predictions held true. HomeCORRECTION
University the unanimous choice
coming-day crowds and brilliant of sports scribes.
runs featured the playoffs SaturIt was stated in last week's RoAlthough slightly battered up
day with three of the "big four" j due to the encounter with a pow- tunda that the class winning ths
winning conference contests. In i erful Rutgers eleven last Saturday Water Carnival would be given
the Tigers are high in morale as points toward the color cup. 1 his
Lexington with the Governor:
they face the prospects of adding is a mistake for the Water Car—AT—
W. & L. 6; V. P. I. 0
j another score in the win column. nival is not connected with p >ints
The American U. squad will be for the color cup. The winning
Debutant Dick Pinck side-stepped and twisted through the en- at its best Saturday since this class gains only recognition.
—FOR—
tire Gobbler flock to return a is the 3rd game of their schedule
punt 88 yards for the only score and they are reachnig mld-Sftaaon
of the day in the third quarter form. They come to Death Valley
of the annual homecoming clash. with revenge in their eye anxious
The favored Generals had been to break the jinx which has left iReprinted from Associated Press'
Lives can be saved on football
played to a standstill by the them on the short end of the
lighter, but hard. Techmen led score every time they have played fields by letting injured players
by Phil Demuro, and both elevens the Bengals. In the seven con- lie untouched until a physician
would have drawn blanks had not
the Washingtonians have can look them over.
Featuring
This suggestion was made tothe sophomore flash come through never been able to reduce the
Southern Dairies "Velvet"
with his electrifying dash. Also margin of victory to less than 2 day to the American College of
shining were Craft, Justice, and points and in the first game in Surgeons by its retiring president.
Ice Cream
Devlin.
1931 they suffered a 49 to 0 de- Dr. Frederic A. Beasley, of Wau238
MAIN STREET
kegan. Ill The dangers were defeat.
Roanoke 13: Richmond 6
scribed
in
a
brief
from
the
colThis year Gus Welch's men are
In upset no. 1, the tought Malege's committee on fractures.
roons from Salem outcharged the sparked by three seniors. Shoop.
Never lift an injured person
TRY A PA Hi
doughty Spiders and put on a Toner and Bartlett. Shoop is a
or
his head," he states, "until he
200
pounder
and
the
mainstay
convincing rally after intermissof
ion to cop the bacon in a close of the forward wall where he has told you whether he can move
his legs or fingers.
contest. Andrews' 38 yard touch- holds down one of the tack!'
If
he
cannot
move
his
legs,
his
down dash, artful Art Jones' 66 Toner plays the full-back position
back is broken.
yard sprint in the second stanza, and has proved a consist ml
"If he cannot move his fingers.
and even a flstflght between ground gainer as he smashes the
Heautiful Silk Stockings
tail
neck is broken."
line
utilizing
every
ounce
of
his
players and also between spectaBut
at
tills
stage,
it
was
ex175
pounds.
Bartlett
is
a
half-back
tors provided a plenty of thrills
plained, the injuries are not nefor the small crowd. The confi- and while he is a tricky runner
from
: ;ly fatal. Rerovery depends
dent Spiders played sluggishly and an excellent passer his de- hugely mi the "first move". A
fensive
play
far
overshadows
h.s
throughout, and Roanoke held
other abilities. At the other half- physician knows how to have such
when the biting was tough.
back a sensational triple threat an injured person picked up and
without giving the
V. M. I. 14: W. 4 M. 0
tn liman, "Haggle"
Benjamin
The strong Keydets chased the holds forth. He is a long range broken vertebrae a chance to cut
inspired Indians all over the punter and passer and an elusive or daman the plnal cord.
Our food department is under
field, but found it hard to score broken-field runner. Probably the
"Contrary to thus," said Dr.
when in striking distance. The , most popular man on the squad
II is common practice to new management N N N N NN
"Rodent Brothers'' counted in the I is Jablonsky. Tipping the scales roll him over, allow him to
If you want better food—come
second period on a short pass to at 210 he was shifted frim a fnil— or even walk, or what Ls
to—
Shu. and again in the next quar- back position to strengthen the
a to remove him from the
Wholesome breakfast— lunches
ter on a 74 yard Ray Ruett-run forward wall and now plays a held by bavini I ten students
on an intercepted Indian aerial. tackle. While only a sophomore carry him, causing great spinal and dinners. Call 224 lor quick
Shu, and Ruett for the Keydets, , he has proved himself a reliable angulatlon
service.
Twiddy and Douglas for the los- player and is especially dange"The
une applies to skull
ers. Reverses and passes marked i rous on defense.
fracture* which at the time may
the Flying Squadron's successful
irj mental conAs a whole the Bengals will be
attack.
outweighed. The barktields are ruaion
about the same but American U.
Virginia 27: Maryland l'J
Jim Gillette sparked the Cava- averages 196 lbs. from tackle to
lier attack as the Wahoos, for the tackle
first time in five years, added the
The game promises to be an lnHALLOWE'EN DANCES
mg one since Gus Welch.
Old Liners to their growing string
of defeated teams. Cavalier su- the Indan Coach, always has
Lovely Evening Dreuea Satini Celaneae. 81 i
premacy was decisive. The Ter': irk . up 111
lOll as
with
hoop ikirl Sizea '■> to 80.
rapins led twice by virtue of long the woman kicker he used for
completed passes and tallied extra points last year.
thrice via the aerial route; but
II -8
A. U.
0
on the ground they were able to 1931
49
31
19
gain but a single first down to 1932
32
0
the 18 amassed by the winners. 1933
0
The powerful Cavalier line con- 1934
33
12
tinued its fine unit play, while 1935
14
I'ani.'.ilie's Only Exclusive Wo\
tore
6
Beveridge and Gillette controlled 1936
26
1937
0
the backfleld department.
19

ON THE CORNER

C. E. CHAPPELL CO.

Electric Appliance Co.

State Ball Teams Bengals to Meet
Have Normal Week American U.
Cavaliers, Keydets
Unbeaten in State

Tigers Are On
Equal Footing

Southside Drug Store
Patronize

Patterson Drug Co.
Money Saving Prices

An Injured Athlete

Drugs and Toiletries
Expert
Prescription Service
Clean Eountain

"DEXDALE'

VERSER'S

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
Farmville. Virginia
CAREFUL MANAGEMENT

COURTEOUS SERVICE

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp

REVERSIBLE TOP - COATS
GIRLS: We have just received a beautiful selection
of Reversible Top-Coats in all the newest shades.
These coats are very practical for Campus wear and
are the very thintr for the cool rainy afternons of
early Fall.
At only $9.95.
Come in and make your selection while the stock
is complete.

$9.97 $16.45

DAVIDSON'S

DOROTHY MAY STORE

The HOUM of Quality
FARMVILLE

SHANNON'S

VIRGINIA

I
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College Dances
And Football
Lure Girls to
Many Places

Moseley-Epes

Miss Lucille Mose.ey oecanu
the bride of Charles Epes on October 22 at 4 o'clock. The wedding
took place in the Chestnut Avenue
Methodist church in Newport
News.
hTe matron of honor was Mrs.
Aubrey Robertson, and the bridesmaid ■ '■'■■■ l le Dodd. Elizabeth
Smith, eBrnlce Jones, and Chick
Bpes.
The linili wore white satin with
• net veil, and a halo of seed
pearls,
The bridesmaid's dresses were
Old fashioned and hoop-skirted of
HanlWOOd Biiihank mid Macun teal taffeta. The matron of honRainc
r*tunttd to school from ir wore plum taffeta.
U. S. Military Academy at West
Point, whiic liny attended the
Army-University of Boston name
and hop.
(inI* from S. T. C. who attended the dances at V. M, I. in Lexington October 21 and 22 were:
Margaret Anne Bunting,
Jean
We wen
afraid to dream"—
Martin, Frances Dickinson, Elea- ind wi were right. It turned out
nora Faison. Sarah Haye.s, Fran- to be a nightmare all black to
cis Hiiicheson, Eugenia Loyd. Ro- -ome O; us. but perhaps with colberta Latture, Jean Taylor, Eliza- eglate cheerfulness and optimism
beth Cieorge Wilson, Jean Scott others of us may be ab!e io find
and Betty Lee Downing.
at least one while spot in
the
Girls from Farmville who at- blnck cloud labeled "No Thanksii mil (I the dances at W. and L. giving Holidays" To those who do
in Lexington during the weekremember this -eternal optimend of October 22 were Chlotilde ism may have its faults, but it
Jarman, Prince Smith and Patri- also has its virtues: to those who
cia Whitlock.
don't—observe thy fellowman and,
Among those who were present finding a good example, follow It
at the Opening Dances at V. P. I. as the sheep we all become at
which were held October 21 and times.
22 were Gerry Ackiss, Harrlette
It rends. It tears, it dissects us
Austin, Gay Ward Brown, Eliza- to the quick- but so does the denbeth Billups, Anne Billups, Fian- tist—so does the doctor! They are
ces Carroll, Emma DJUISC Craw- blessings In disguise—could this
ley, Ruth Carney, Mary Louise be such or am I only boosting up
Cunningham, Essie Millner, Lou- my own broken heart?
ise Earle Painter, Catherine RadMany will be the girl who listspinncr, Virginia Rudd, Lucy Sta- ens to her favorite football feaples, Dons Trimyer, Peggy Will- ture—over the radio—who reflects
iams, Mane Dix. Dorothy Hen- longingly on that turkey and the
derson, and Betty Lucy.
mincemeat pie that she devoured
Girls from Farmville who at- at her own table this time last
tended Home Coming dances and year.
game at W. & M. in Williamsburg
Only one thing remains to be
during the week-end of October
22 were Clara Nottingham. Ro- done—be thankful for what we
berta Fox Payne, Mary Catherine have, and forget that which we
haven't.
Sturgis. and Catherine Horsley.

V. P. I. Is Favorite
Of S. T. (' Students
For Week I )a n ces

Better Be Thankful
For What We Have
Than Sad and Blue

The flist appearance of
the
Hampden-Sydney Glee Club this
. will be made on October
SO, when the group will sing at
the
Presbyterian
Church
in
I'aiimille Appearance also will
'ii made in Lynchburg on November 13th and in Petersburg December Ilth. This leaves only one
date vacant for the Fall seasonthat date being November 27th.
As has already been announced,
all of the Fall presentations will
be m various churches. The promams presented In each will be
religious rather than for entertainment. This program should
especially appeal to young people.
it
has
been
said,
and in

addition,

Excitement Among students
Gee whiz! What's the attraction in the "rec"? Looks as ii the
entire student body were holding
an open forum there. And the
Could belam Itsell be any
worse?
"Oh. It's horribie!
I Know i
don't look like that. And my hair.
Why, I've never been so unflattered in all my life." "Why. my
dear, they're beautiful I How will
you evir choose?"—"No, I'd ink
that one if I were you. It's BO
sophisticated. You know that Garbo air. Yeah, that's it ."
"But have you sun Jane's? I'll
wear It resembles Harpo. You'll
die." - "Well, as for me, II1 not
i
I know I'm no Venus: but
hen '
' good looking people always take horrible pictures."
These are just a few of the
comments of the fair and unfair
when they receive their annual
proofs on Tuesday night. 'Tis a
pity to b? disappointed in oneself.
But, girl, though I hale to inform
it so bluntly, the camera takes
only what's before it.

Mats 4 1'. M—Nights 8 I'. M.
Wed.-Thurs., Oct. 26-27

Garbed to the pink of perfection
Rudolph Valentino
ome of our "college personalities"
Vilma K.Ini.cv
"The Son of a Sheik"
—those who had a chance—ap"Beside a Moonlit Stream"
peered In Sunday best with acces- ;
(apt. & Kit Cartoon
sories i,he accessories constitut-.
Fri.-Sat , Oct. 28-29
ing war paint and best smile and
Rosemary Lane-N'ora Lane
the air of a dignity only to |
PRI SULLA LANE
find upon arrival at the designat-FOUR DAUGHTERS"
"The Glass Slipper" News
ed spot that initial directions inNan
Mon.-Tues. Oct. 31luded lying on the ground. Well!
Nov. 1
What have we here? A particular
person who donned "Evening in
"The Birth of a Habg"
Before Your Very Eyes
—for atmosphere — must
fell a bit-er-disgnrntled,
The Greatest Event of Your
Life
shall we say? Adding insult to Inquiry who should appear but the i
NO ONE UNDER 16 ADM..
Unless urn mi p. by aPrent!
remainder of the group dressed in
the standard skirt and sweater
and ii" ling much at home.
The last straw to the "particuars in dress" floated away when
one of the sensible asked
her
wluie she had been^uring the
last class period. Dr. Simkins had
College and Sorority Jewelry
taken the roll—for the first time
this month! And the—Well, she
FARMVILLE.
prepared for other things. Fifty S17 MAIN ST.
years from now no one will remember that class cut. But the
annual—Well, that lives on forever!
The last Hash, and the last picture Is taken! If some of those
Mnx WORK
smiles seemed froced, photograher—well, after all—a p?rson can't
BUILDING MATERIALS
always smile.

MARTIN, the Jeweler

Farmville Mfg. Co

hearsal to be held on Tuesday at
7:30 in the evening and on Thursday at 5 in the afternoon.

SALE OF LAPIN FUR COATS
Cigarettes—12c a

pack

Camels,
Chesterfields, Old
Golds, Luckies, $1.19 per carton.

Black and Neutral
$69.50 Values

$49.95
$9.95& $16.50

Tweed Sport Coats
for

Ladies Riding Breeches $2.50

Jodhpurs $2.50

THE HUB DEPARTMENT STORE

A & N. STORE

everywhere keeping Chesterfields with them all day long.
They add to your pleasure when
you're on the job and when you
take a night off.

lottesvUle October 29 were:

Crave

I'M i Wnni MSN
I'rrry H'eJntiJay I rrnint
(■BOaOl
BUBNI

(JKACII!
M i i \

/ en \ I rUtf I :rnin(

Ml < . II S. Station,
I nun DOOLBTi
Football Hifhllghti
/ i. • i Ihurul.n mtd Saturday
U IraJint ,V. H. I . Station,

It takes good things to make a good
product. That's why we use the best
ingredients a cigarette can have
— mild ripe tobaccos and pure
cigarette paper—to make Chesterfield the cigarette that smokers
say is milder and better-tasting.

with MORE PLEASURE
for millions

'ifinurd from I'aor I

cipate an Ifarj Washington,
Madison. HoUlns, Man Baldwin,
Randolph Macon
Wt tthampton
and William and M.uy

What Goes On llix ."
Annual Pictures Create

EACO THEATRE

You 11 find smokers

Yalcs Can. Virginia .human, Caroline Willis. Shirley Ann Stephens
and Marjorie Wicks
Ix'Non Hubbaid was the guest
ol her parents at their home in

Orehesis

the

programs will
I) in-itched to
fit
certain
Scriptures, poe-*J^^7*«n try, and short
rWdA'^'A talks will often
accompany the
JIM JOHNSTON
programs, of a religious nature.
Among new numbers being prepared for the series of presentations are "Lo. How a Rose E'er
Blooming" by Michael Praetorius
and "Glory to God in the Highest", by Giovanni Batista Pergolesi.
Longer trips will be made in
the spring not only into Virginia
but also into West Virginia and
North Carolina.
At the present time there are
60 members in the Glee Club and
an accurate record of attendance
and interest of each is being kept.
According to these records men
will be selected for the Spring
trips.
Because of conflicting meetings
it was decided by the club on
Thursday afternoon that the following change should be made
in the rehearsal schedule: re-

Among those from S. T. C. who
spent the past week-end in Richmond are: Genevieve Cook, Marguerite Costdlo,
Sudie Dunton,
Betty Fair, Alpha Lee Garnett,
Vera Jacob, Dorothy Eades, Virginia LM Pel i is, Amy Powell and
Ora Wilson.
Mildred Perdue, Mable Burton
and Sarah Keesee attended the
Phi Kappa Sigma dances at the
University of Richmond
which
took place October 21 and 22.
Among the girls from Farmville who went to Roanoke for
the
week-end
were:
Dorothy
Buckland,
Virginia
Barksdale,
Shirley Callahan, Harriet Cantrell, Margaret Can, Mary Catherine Ntnlnger, Nancy Nail, and
Ruth Hill.
Dtla Dodd has
returned to
school from Newport News where
she took pan m the wedding of
Ludlle Mnscley.
Guls trotn S. T. C. who went
to Lynchburg for the week-end
are: Nancy Gray. Maijoiie Gooden, Helen Long, Nancy Moss and
Polly BUfhM
Miss Florence Stubbs, Miss
Jane Royal. Kitty Roberts, Pattie
Alston Bounds
and
Charlotte
Minton attended the Alpha Kappa Gamma convention at Chapel
Hill In N. C. October 91 and 22.
Bess Thomas, alary Was) and
Adelaide liicsslcr have returned
to school from Covmgton where
they sptnl the week-end of October S2.
Lois Powell. Margaret Brltton
and Helen Sew aid spent the past
week-end in Petersburg.
Amonfl those flrla who went to

Mary Sullenburger and K.ilherine Habal van recently
the
guesi.s of Mrs. T. C. Bradshaw at
her home in Hlackslone
Frances steed has returned lo
school fiom a short visit at her
home in LawrencevUle,
Maitha K\ans w.is llie gui'sl
of hei pan n's at their home in
Ifi edlthvllli during the week-end
of October L"J

College Realities Dress
In Sunday and Daily Best
For College Picture Snaps

II.-S. Glee Club Appears in
Farmville Church October

Copwidlii l*M, IIGCITT & MYIIS TOBACCO Co.
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Twelve Freshmen
Are Chosen for
Y. W. Commission

Honor Fraternity
For Leadership
Holds Convention
At Chapel Hill
Six S. T. C. Students
Attend Meeting
As Local Delegate*
The eleventh national Alpna
Kappa Oannna convention was
held at the Unlverlsty of Noi h
aCrolina on Friday and Saturday
October 21 and 22.
Alpha Kappa Gamma is the national fraternity for leadership
and was founded at Farmville.
Since its founding chapters have
been orgam/ed at the University
of South Carolina, the University
of North Carolina, and QuensChicora College. Representatives
ofg several different colleges, Win
throp College, Woman's College of
the University of North Caroliit.
Coker Colli ge, were the uuests of
the convention. They are considering establishing Alpha Kappa
Gamma chapters on their campuses.
The convention was attended by
approximately thirty-five delegates. Jane Royalli the national
president; Miss Florence Stubbs.
the executive secretar; Charlotte
Minton, president of Joan Circle;
Pattie Bounds, secretary of Joan
Circle; Catherine Roberts, ami
Sarah Button represented Fain;
ville at the convention.
Aside from the usual busm,
sessions, the mam part of tinconvention was devoted to discii- •
slon groups.
Chanotte Minton led the first
discussion group on "Counseling
as It Relates to College Life.
Chariot,e told of various methods used in different colleges i
orientation Farmvllla system ol
Freshman orientation classes was
diiwussed at great length. The
method.! of the other colleges were
also expounded.
Sue Mau.din of Queens-Chicora
Collede led the Olympian chapter's disciu-ion on organisations,
She told of the methods employed
at Queens to aid the pupil m her
choice of extra- curricula work.
The Florence Nightingale chapter from trie University of South
Carolina had as its theme "Vocational Outdance." At South Carolina they have a most affective
system of tabulation by which they
are able t.i have at hand always
an account ot each students
background, activities, etc.. that
would be of assistance m vocational guidance.
Another feature of the convention was a talk by Dr. E. R. Groves
on "The Psychological and Emotional Aspects before Marriage."
National ollicers were elected
for the year 1938-39. Lodema
Galnes. secretary to the Dean of
Women at the University of south
Carolina, and a member of the
Florence nightingale circle was
elected nail.in kl Vice pie.id, nt. ui
Jane Royall's place, Miss Florence
stubbs has resigned her position
of executive secretary, so Jane
Royall was elected to thai position, which Is one of great importance.
The delegates of the convention
and the women members of the
student body were guests at a tea
given by the than of women at
the University
At the banquet bald at the Carolina Inn on Saturday night, Dr.
English Bagby of the faculty of
University of North Caroln.
guest speaki 1

Take it from Manone l on
siebs, being a human tunln
Is no fun
This University of Oklahoma
co-ed, one of the few humans In
the world who has tin ra
of absolute pitch, can ulent :
' 1 tone, and tram late them
into sorreet musical notes but
her ability often causes her to
groan at cone its. for she can detect the slightest off-key n
Feu 0| Uu
|
..,•,•• sa..
tlsfy Mi s | . i,
| .,. |.,iy PQQJ
"sharps quite often." but |
Moore 'doe i. | | avi much trouble with hei lone quality
M:■-.
Bleb's perfect i i for mu
Lawrence Tlbbetl best, but they
don't th nk B
"panic"

Barbara Le Brun. me harp
lOlolsl thai will appear with
Kiwi's Symphony in hte auili orium at 8 o'clock.

$172,796 PWA Project
To Start at Burkeville

Caroline Harvey, Allene Overby. Jane Engleby, Mary Catherine
Dodson, Lucy Turnbull, Norma
Weed. Mac Wynn. May Mertz.
Sarah Cline. Elizabeth Townsend.
Virginia Welch. Frances Rasboro.
and Anne Shirley, ex-offlcio were
installed by a candle light service
In the large auditorium as members of the Freshman Commission
on Monday night, October 24. at
eight o'clock.
Ihese girls were' nominated by
a new plan. Each freshman nominated one girl who she thought
would serve as a good member of
the Freshman Commission. Every
Y. W. 0. A. cabinet member also
nominated one girl. Each freshman was asked to designate if
she would like to do Freshman
Commission work and Y. W. C. A.
work. From these three steps the
names of the twenty-four girls
that received the highest number
of votes were put on a ballot
which was returned to the Freshman class. From these twentyfour, twelve girls were elected.
The purpose of the Freshman
Commission is to act as a connecting link between the Freshman Class and the Y. W. C. A.
They try not only to interest the
freshman in Christian work, but
also to make their lives happier
and fuller through college.
One of the most important duties of the Freshman Commission
is to hold morning watch each
Sunday morning in the Student
Lounge. Just before Christmas
holidays they sponsor the service
of hanging the greens. A Japanese
bazaar is also given in December,
at which time they sell unqiue
gifts Which may be used as Christmas presents.

Contract for $172,796 00 was
awarded the John I. Wilson Conipuny of Richmond, Tuesday at
Burkeville when eight D.ds for
constructing the new hospital
dormitory an:i i-entral beating
plant for the Piedmont Tubercular Sanatorium weir opened by the
State and PWA authorities. The
Richmond concern offered lowest base bid. and initial work on
is expected to get underway Monday, Oct. 24. The consi ruction will furnish work for appioximately 200 men when it
Its maximum, it is estimated.
Plans provide for the addition
of a large two-story wing to the
present sanitarium which will
provide beds for !25 patients and
ample space for the nursing staff.
To approve the plans and bids
whin they were opened Tuesday,
there were state and PWA author.ties present. Included among
Seldom does a comic-strip quip
IK e were Dr. I. R. Riggin, state
health commissioner; Dr. J. B. become part of a college yell, but
Woodson, superintendent of Pied- a couple have been adopted with
mont Sanitarium: F. Q. Saunders, a vengeance at Midland College.
supervisor of state power plants, The student court there has ruled
and representatives of the PWA, that on days before football
is well as A. Byron Williams, re- j games freshmen must say 'Foo
presenting the architects firm of to the goo that plays Midland."
Wil lams, Coyle. and Poppino.
whenever pointed at by upperThe t wo next lowest bidders on ; classmen.
the project weie J. A. Jones Com-! What's foo for the upperclasspany, Charlotte, N. C, $173,243.00, men must be foo for the freshand J. J. McDcvitt Co., of Char- men!
lotte. N. C, $173,600.00.
Farmville Students Meet
Anglo-Irish Debate Team
In Second Lyceum Program

"Cold Morning Sky"
Wins Pulitzer Prize
For Lyric Poems

"Cold Morning Sky" by Marya
ZaturenskS won the Pulitza Prize
111 poetry for 1938. It consists of
a group of lyric poems, some of
which have won previous awards.
Miss Zaturenaka WSJ the youngest
recipient of a Pulitzer Prize for
tins year and tins li but UM second of her books
Most ol her poems relate to this
early portion of her life and reflect the political and cultural
I s ol the time. Two typical
Of this type are Lullaby" and
"Emigres", The first compares
the peace of the honielife to the
itrlfe and cruelty of war. The
lacks the peaceful contrast
and speak- ot the lack of appreciation toi intellectual and spiritual knowledge by those in power
"Lullaby" has a "history
repeats Itself" element, referring
to ancient peaceful times which
d revolutions.
A few lines from -Lullaby" will
illustrate the artistic oraftamanihlp, the lUhlet] and the sincerity of Miss Zaturenaka'a works.
"Let the lion have his hour,
Let the avi] beaati devour
Leaf and vine and fruit and
Dower,
Theirs the night but yours the
time
Known tO the Veiitilian i hyine
when the ancient word. disissd,
found peace in an
infant's

Farmville Forum
Will Discuss War
Miss Lorana Moomaw, of Roanoke, president of the Debate
Club at Farmville State Teachers
College, announced yesterday that
the local debate organization will
sponsor an open forum at Farmville the latter part of this
month.
The question for discussion will
be: "In the event of an attack
on one or more of the nations by
tier many or Italy, should the
United States 11 > declare war
against the aggressive nation or
nations; (2) remain neutral until American rights are violated;
(3) declare our intentions of
fighting only if the United States
is threatened with actual invasion.
The open forum at Farmville on
this question will be one of a
number held in various colleges
in this section of the United
States. Later in the Fall, it was
announced by Dr. J. E. Walmsley,
debate coach at Farmville, there
will be an open forum on the war
question in which representatives
of various colleges will take part.
It is expected that details of the
plans will be issued shortly.

Orientation
Confirmed from Page 1
l.: i iled in regard to regulations,
zations. Honor System, social life, spirit of the school, train :ons and ideals of institution,
sportsmanship, curriculum, and
other phases of school Hie?", the
answers were the same. All students felt they needed better
Guidance in regard to curriculum.
All seemed hazy on exactly what
they should do in regard to their
selecting a curriculum. They also
i xprcssed a desire to know more
about the traditions and ideals of
the institution.
Have you any suggestions to
make regarding freshman orientation?" was the third question. To
this, a large group suggested that
the college have pre-school orientation classes. Others suggested
that there be a longer period of
orientation classes. All of these
suggestions will be considered
when planning for such classes
next fall.

Baldwin's

Peters Inauguration
Continued from Page 1
served In the president's dining
room. The delegates will be guests
at a symphony orchestra concert
to be given at 8 o'clock In the
college auditorium. After the concert a recaption will be given in
the parlor of Heth House in honor of Dr. and Mrs. Peters.

WILLIS, the Florist
Flowers for All Occasions
PHONES 181—273

LINDSEY'S

Mrs. Groves spoke on the "Psycho logical and Emotional Aspects after Marriage".
She said one common mistake
is for the persons concerned after
the wedding to try to build the
marriage on the same basis as
courtship. This is a grave mistake,
she says. "The wedding changes
the situation. Now the constant
aim is working to a place where
both wil larrive at the doublepersonality complex so necessary
for a successful marriage."
Mrs. Graves urged that everyone live each day to its fullness
and not wait for the next day.
"There arises the problem of
one person who wants to dominate in the marriage." If the husband wishes to lead and is a dominating sort of person, if his wife
is submissive, the marriage will
work out. But, should the wife
wish to dominate, trouble will
surely arise. The happy marriage
is the one In which the wife and
the husband pull together—each
respecting the others ideas and
wishes.
Mrs. Graves went on to tell the
woman's part in making marriage
a success. After her talk, Dr, and
Mrs Craves held an open discussion. In this they attempted to
answer various questions put to
them by the delegates.

Miss Smithey

EXPERT WATCH & JEWELRY

"New Sheen"
Cleaners

1.95 2.48
It's your big chance to have
those exciting hats you want
for little money. Headlines for
your every mod . . . every costume. Be smart. Shop today.
Quality Price Service Store

"Where college clothes get the
highest degree of cleanliness "

Lovelfcce Shoe Shop
From old to new with any shoe
Highest grade material used
Third St.

Farmville, Va.

COLLEGE
SHOPPE
Delicious Sandwiches: Chicken
Salad 10c. Ham 10c, Hamburger's
with everything 10r, Minced ham
10c.

Hera It

"MIDGIE'
— the Sensational
Waist - Length
Cardigan Sweater!

Prompt Service
CALL 200

KLEANWELL
Cleaners & Tailors
Expert cleaning, repairing and
I I modeling

■lain St.

O pposite P. O.

Phone 98
LYNN'S

HAT MODES
at only

Third St.—Phone 355

REPAIR
Prices Vcrv Reasonable
Guaranteed Workmanship

Yes.. it's True!
Flat firings
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It modal mean anything. Pattie
Bound and Lorana Moomaw,
Farmville's star debaters debaters,
will meet tought competition on
November 11 when they meet the
universally known Anglo-Irish debate team in the S. T. C. auditorium. This debate meet will be
a lyceum number for Farmville
students.
Arrangements to debate these
dignitaries have been in hand
since June but due to European
complications which delayed matt was not until recently that
November 11 was selected as the
definite date.
The question for debate is "Resolved That All Her Assets America Owes to Great Britain; Her
Faults Are Her Own". The English team will uphold the affirmlt i ale and the Farmville girls
the negative
The two young men represent
the National Union of Students
of England and Wales and the
Irish National Union of Students.
Moth are graduates Of British Universities with strings of degrees,
honors, and offices heaped high on
their laurel piles. Though both
of Farmville's representatives can
boast of being Just applicants
for B. As they can display a
noteworthy record as debaters.
They have bean debating since
their entrance at Farmville and
represented Farmville at the National Pi Kappa Dlta convention
in Topeka. Kansas last spring.
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The several days' absence last
Fraternity rushing in the modweek of the Hampden-Sydney
school doctor, Dr. Ray A Moore, ern mode has made its appearwas occasioned by his visit to the ance at Syracuse University.
meeting of th<> Norfolk and
Western Railway Surgeons' Convention, held at the Pennsylvania
Hotel in New York City October
18-19 Dr. Moore upon his return
told the Tiger he had a most enjoyable trip.
Dr. Moore also attended on his
visit sessions of the American
College of Surgeons, who were
meeting in New York at the same
time.
Dr. Moore told the Tiger that
he considered it significant that
much of what he heard concerned
college problems, and that these
problems occupy a foremost place
In midical circles today.
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New York City
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The Beta Theka Pi fraternity
there, in addition to its regular
program of eat. talk and play,
has devised a novel photographic
Identification system that rivals
any police record system.
Here's how it works:
As the rushees enter the house
they are ushered into the library
to nil out Individual cards of
information which are filed away
for future reference.
Identification cards are pinned
to their coat lapels and the rushees are then shown into the cloak
room where a candid camera and
flood lights are set up.
Their pictures are snapped, im
mediately developed, and altac'"
ed to the file card of each rushee.
When the discussion of pieuges
takes place, these pictures are
brought out and if any of the
brothers cannot recall a rushee by
name, they can identify him by
the picture.
During formal rushing the pictures are inserted in place cards
set before each rushee's plate at
the dinner table.
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